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0.1 Picture of building 

depicted item: Memorial Complex Kadinjaca (Кадињача) 
source: a postcard from the collection of Vladana Putnik 
date: the postcard was printed in 1980s 
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1. Identity of building  
 
1.1 

 
current name of building: Memorial Complex Kadinjaca 
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1.2 

 
variant or former name:  Memorial Complex Kadinjaca 
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1.3 

 
number & name of street: / 
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1.4 

 
town: Uzice (Ужице) 
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1.5 province/state: Zlatibor province/Bajina Basta municipality (Бајина башта) 
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1.6 zip code: 31000 
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1.7 country: Serbia 9 
 
1.8 

 
national grid reference: 43°91'14.16"N 19°74'13.87"E (Google Earth) 
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1.9 

 
classification/typology: memorial architecture, urban scheme, landscape 

1
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1.10 

 
protection status & date: Kadinjaca is not signed in the Central Heritage Register since a 
Decree of its Proclamation as a heritage does not exist, though there is a Decree of its 
categorisation from 1979 (Gazette no. 14/79). 
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2 History of building  
 
2.1 

 
original brief/purpose:  
The purpose of the Memorial Complex Kadinjaca is to adequately mark the death of 
combatants from the Workers' Battalion during the retreat of the NOPOJ headquarters, 
the partisan units and the hospital on November 29th 1941. The remains of the fallen 
combatants were transferred from the original burial to the highest point of 808 meters. 
Above the new burial place the first memorial was erected. It was made of stone blocks 
in the pyramidal shape.   
However, there was an initiative during the 1970s to build a memorial park around the old 
monument. 
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2.2 dates: commission/completion:  
The memorial pyramid was finished and the opening ceremony was held on the battle's 
anniversary in 1952.  
From 1977 to 1979 the memorial complex was finished. The opening ceremony was held 
on September 23 1979 and the President of Yugoslavia Josip Broz Tito revealed the 
monument and gave a speech in front of 100.000 visitors. 
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2.3 architectural and other designers:  
Stonecutter Blagoje Vukovic (Благоје Вуковић) from Uzice made the memorial pyramid 
based on a design of Stevan Zivanovic (Стеван Живановић), a sculptor from Belgrade. 
Sculptor Miodrag Zivkovic (Миодраг Живковић) was chosen for creating the sculptural 
composition as a part of the memorial complex. He was assisted by the sculptors Ladislav 
Fekete and Putes Ajdin and seventeen students from the Academy of Applied Arts in 
Belgrade. 
Architect Aleksandar Djokic (Александар Ђокић) designed the project of the Memorial 
Hall.  
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2.4 others associated with the building:  
The verses of the poem 'Kadinjaca' by a poet Slavko Vukosavljevic (Славкo 
Вукосављевић) from Uzice are engraved on the memorial pyramid.  
During the opening ceremony in 1952 the President of Yugoslavia Josip Broz Tito awarded 
the Workers' Battalion with a Medal for the People's Contribution (Орден заслуга за 
народ). During the opening ceremony in 1979 Tito once again awarded the Battalion 
with a medal of National hero.  
Numerous delegations visited Kadinjaca over the years and they would always bring a 
plant from their country to plant it in the honour to the fallen ones. 
During the 1980s Memorial Complex Kadinjaca represented a part of various cultural 
manifestations: traditional march 'The paths of Workers' Battalion', marathon 'The 14th 
kilometre', as well as 'The Fires of the Republic of Uzice', held every year on September 24, 
the day of the city of Uzice. 'The poet relay' was also held and pupils competed for the 
best poem inspired by the historical battle of Kadinjaca.  
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2.5 

 
significant alterations with dates: / 

1
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2.6 

 
current use:  
Memorial complex 
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2.7 current condition:  
The Memorial Hall is in a bad condition, the roof is leaking, the west entrance is closed 
due to its unsteadiness. Once it was built, the building has not been renovated. The 
sculptural composition is in a relatively good shape, although the corrosion of the white 
concrete has been noticed in some places. 
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3 Description  
 
3.1 

 
general description:  
The Memorial Complex is located on an outstanding position. Approaching the top of the 
Kadinjaca hill the visitor can see the entrance to the Memorial Hall, which is designed to 
resemble alpine architecture. As in most of his work, Aleksandar Djokic designed this 
building to be a part of the environment. There is a permanent exhibition in the Memorial 
Hall dedicated to the Workers' Battalion, The Republic of Uzice and the battle held on 
Kadinjaca. Once there was also a restaurant in the Memoral Hall. There is also a 
conference room and a souvenir shop. From the entrance the path leads to the fountain 
and the steps which further on lead to the first part of the memorial, the Amphitheatre of 
the Republic of Uzice. The Amphitheatre was used for concerts and other manifestations. 
From the Amphitheatre the visitor crosses to the second part of the memorial, the Alley of 
the Workers' Battalion. The Alley consists of 21 sculpture two to five meters high with the 
original memorial pyramid from 1952 in the centre. The monolith concrete blocks on the 
both sides of the path have engraved stylized forms of the fallen soldiers. The path finally 
leads to the third part, the Plateau of Freedom, where the monumental sculptures go as 
high as the main motif, a two-parted sculpture with the height of 14 meters, symbolizing 
the 14 kilometres from Uzice to Kadinjaca. The central piece is a rift that looks as if it was 
made by an explosion. Through the rift the visitor can see the panorama of the city. The 
inner part of the rift is covered with contours of the fallen combatants.  
The monument is surrounded by an adequate landscape. The bush Cotoneaster dammeri 
is planted on the slopes of the hill and its red berries associate the spilled blood. On the 
other side of the Memorial Hall there is another hill on which the original cannons and 
artillery from the battle were placed. A partisan cannon was placed on the highest peak 
to bare remembrance on the capitulation of the German army. On that hill 88 birches 
were planted in honour of comrade Tito in 1984. 
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3.2 construction:  
The memorial pyramid was built from stone blocks and plaster.  
The memorial composition is placed on a concrete base. The sculptures are made from 
white concrete. 
The Memorial Hall is built from reinforced concrete. The façade is dominated by the steep 
roof covered with sheet metal, while the first floor was made of concrete. 
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3.3 context:  
The Memorial Complex Kadinjaca was constructed at the end of the 'Golden Era' of the 
Socialist Yugoslavia. The cultural politics of the 1960s and 1970s was focused on promoting 
the certain socialist aesthetics within the domestic artistic scene. It can be said that 
memorial sculpture and architecture of that period had the best examples of socialist 
aestheticism. 
The memorials that marked the places where great battles of the National Liberation Fight 
(Народноослободилачка борба, НОБ) were held, such as Kadinjaca, are thought to be 
part of the Revolution's tradition. The monuments promoted Yugoslav National Army as 
the key part of the state and national unity as well as the actor in forming the socialist 
Yugoslavia. However, this phase of memorialisation was somewhat milder than the 
previous one dominated by socialist realism. The memorials of socialist aestheticism are 
marked by a strong artistic originality which often exceeds the realm of ideology. 
Monumental sculptures of the Memorial Complex Kadinjaca represent a bond between 
sculpture and landscape. 
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4 Evaluation  
 
4.1 
 
 
 
 

 
technical:  
A great number of artists worked on the Memorial Complex Kadinjaca, which makes this 
monument very ambitiously concieved in technical terms. The making of monolith tall 
concrete blocks was especially demanding. 
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4.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

social:  
The reason why the Memorial Complex Kadinjaca is important lays in its political 
significance for the former socialist regime. Kadinjaca represents a good case study for 
memorial production in Yugoslavia as well as an example of treating memorial sites that 
were important for National Liberation Fight. The importance of memorializing victims of 
the Second World War in order to maintain a connection between the people and the 
government can also be concluded on the example of Kadinjaca. 
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4.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

cultural & aesthetic:  
The specific artistic value of the monument and its environment makes Kadinjaca very 
good for analysing the entire memorial parks phenomenon. The sculptural composition of 
Miodrag Zivkovic represents the artistic expression of that period. This expression is mostly 
monumental, with gigantic form and emotion. Although at first sight this form is not easily 
readable, as it is the case with socialist realism, the symbolism of this art was very well 
excepted. By reflecting the aesthetics of the époque, Zivkovic's sculpture is an example of 
socialist aesthetism, while at the same time it exceeds it, offering monumental forms for 
the observer to admire and connect with, experiencing and interpreting them in different 
ways. 
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4.4 
 
 
 
 

 
historical:  
The historical significance of the Memorial Complex Kadinjaca lays in the memorialisation 
of the Resistance and antifascism during the Second World War. Kadinjaca preserves 
antifascist tradition of the socialist Yugoslavia. 
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4.5 general assessment:  
The reason why the Memorial Complex Kadinjaca is a remarkable monument of modern 
architecture and sculpture lays in its importance during the socialist period that in many 
ways kept on until today. Miodrag Zivkovic and Aleksandar Djokic as principal artists on 
this project both expressed their authentic style. Zivkovic's treatment of public space and 
combining sculpture and landscape is especially interesting. The sculptural composition of 
Kadinjaca, together with other Zivkovic's work, looks as if it was on the location for ages 
since it was so well integrated in the landscape. 
The Memorial Complex Kadinjaca captures the zeitgeist and the way artists of the period 
expressed themselves through a monumental free-form, from figural to abstract. 
Kadinjaca reflects the man's heroic resistance to destiny through endurance, unity and 
triumph over time.  By representing one of the key memorial sites of Second World War in 
Yugoslavia, the Memorial Complex Kadinjaca takes a noted place in the collective 
memory of the Yugoslav peoples. 
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5 Documentation  
 
5.1 

 
principal references:  

1. М. Маринковић, Споменик Кадињача, Ужички зборник 8 (1979), 543-551. 
2. А. Станимировић, М. Маринковић,  Споменик Кадињача – Титово Ужице, 

Титово Ужице, 1984. 
3. М. Соколовић, „Кадињача, Споменички комплекс“, у: Споменичко наслеђе 

Србије, Београд, 1998, 207. 
4. М. Соколовић,  „Кадињача, Споменички комплекс“, у: Споменичко наслеђе 

Србије, Београд, 2008, 426. 
5. Славица Стефановић, „Спомен−обележје Кадињача 1979−2009“, Ужички 

зборник 34 (2010), 163−192. 
6. Славица Стефановић, Меморијални комплекс Кадињача, водич, Ужице, 2013. 
7. Владана Путник, Естетика и улога меморијалних паркова у Југославији на 

примеру спомен комплекса Кадињача, Простори памћења, Зборник 
радова, Том 1, архитектура, Београд, 2013, 298‒309. 

8. Владана Путник, Меморијална скулптура Миодрага Живковића (период 
1960‒1980), Зборник радова са академске конференције Јавни споменици и 
спомен обележја: колективно памћење и/или заборав (2014), 115‒124. 
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5.2 
 

visual material attached: photo-documentation of Vladana Putnik 
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5.3 rapporteur/date: Vladana Putnik, December 2015. 3
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